
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
Sales Circular No. D-11/2012 

 
From 
 
  CE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
To 
 
  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 

 
  Memo No.Ch- 11/SE/Comml./ R-16/48/2006/S/C/F-22 Dated: 06.06.2012 
 
Subject: HERC regulations on duty to supply electricity on request- Self execution of works. 
 
  Please refer to Sales Instruction No. 42/2006 dated 17.07.2006 vide which guidelines 

were issued for release of connections under self execution scheme alongwith additional guidelines for 

AP T/Well connections under this scheme. This scheme was suspended vide Sales Instruction No. 

3/2012 dated 16.04.2012 till further orders. Now keeping in view the pendency of tubewell connections 

and general demand of the public, the Self Execution scheme for AP tubewell connections is re-

introduced with following guidelines:- 

1. On receipt of application from the consumer desirous to opt self execution, SDO (OP)/ JE will visit 

the site and prepare a detailed estimate within 7 days as per guidelines prescribed by the Nigam. 

2. SDO shall send the copy of estimate duly sanctioned to the consumer for self execution. 

3. The consumer will get the work carried out from the empanelled contractor of the Nigam. 

4. Nigam shall supply the distribution T/Fs i.e. 25/63/100 KVA capacity as per load requirement. 

5. The distribution T/F shall be given at stock issue rates.  

6. The work shall be started only after getting the complete amount i.e. cost of distribution T/F and 

supervision & inspection charges @ 1.5% of total estimated cost from the consumer deposited.  

7. Seniority shall be considered from the date of deposit of amount as mentioned in clause-6 above. 

8. Loading of T/F should be limited to 80%. 

9. The AP consumer who opts for self execution of the work will have to follow the additional 

guidelines as under:  

a. The AP consumer who have already deposited the money under Sales Circular No. D-

12/2011 dated 16.05.2011 but have not been given connection so far, are also eligible for 

self execution of work.  

b. In case the consumer who deposited amount as per demand notice but now opts for self 

execution of the work, the amount deposited earlier by consumer shall be adjusted 

towards the cost of distribution T/F and 1.5% supervision charges.  

c. Overriding priority shall be given after completion of work and SDO (OP) will certify that 

the line work has been completed before allocation of the transformer.  



10. It must be ensured that tag welding of the transformer to its base channel / top plate is to be 

provided to avoid theft.  

11. On Completion, the execution work should be verified by the SDO/JE concerned & difference if 

any, should be got deposited from the applicant.  

12. The inspection of quality of material used and work after execution viz-a-viz energization of T/F 

shall be carried out by XEN (OP) concerned. 

13. T/F installed under self-execution Schefme shall not be utilized for releasing of new connection to 

any other applicant however HT line can be extended to release the connection of another 

applicant. 

  The Sales Instruction No. 3/2012 & P&D instruction No. 2/2009 is hereby withdrawn and 

the Sales Instruction No. 42/2006 & other related instructions are amended to this extent.     

    The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and 

meticulous compliance.          
             
                     CE/Commercial, 
                             DHBVN, Hisar. 
 


